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Abstract 
In this work, a kind of nonlinear programming problem with non-differential objective function and under 
the constraints expressed by a system of mixed fuzzy relation equations is investigated. First, some 
properties of this kind of optimization problem are obtained. Then, a polynomial-time algorithm for this 
kind of optimization problem is proposed based on these properties. Furthermore, we show that this 
algorithm is optimal for the considered optimization problem in this paper. Finally, numerical examples 
are provided to illustrate our algorithms.  
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction  
In this work, we investigate the following problem:  
                                   (1) 
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where I = {1, ··· , n}, J1, J2 are index set and J1  J2 = .x =(xi)i L I , x =(xi)i F I, b =(bj)j J1, d 
=(dj)j J2, A = (aij)i L, j J1, C =(cij)i F, j J2 , 0  xi  1, 0  bj  1, 0  dj  1, 0  aij  1, 0 , cij  1, 
fi(xi)are monotone functions, “ ” denotes the max-min composition, “  ” denotes the max-product 
composition.  
The feasible domain of the optimization model above is the system expressed by mixed fuzzy relation 
equations with max-min equations and max-product fuzzy equations. Di Nola et al. [1] pointed out that, 
for the fuzzy relation equations using the max-continuous t-torm composition, the non-empty solution set 
of equations can be determined completely by the unique greatest solution and a ¿nite number of minimal 
solutions. But, ¿nding all minimal solutions in the polynomial time remains a challenge. The methods to 
solve the programming problems with continuously differentiable objective functions are not suitable for 
this kind of optimization problems since the objective function is not continuously differentiable, and the 
feasible domain is non-convex set.  
Recently, the optimization models subject to fuzzy relation inequalities or fuzzy relation equations 
based on different algebraic operations have been investigated. The typical frameworks of this kind of 
optimization model are with linear objective function and subject to fuzzy relation equations constraints. 
To our best knowledge, the optimization model with a linear objective function and subject to max-min 
fuzzy relation equations constraints is ¿rst studied by Fang and Li [2]. Since then, many researchers have 
studied this related topic and obtained many meaningful results such as [3]—[11]. On the other hand, the 
optimization problems with nonlinear objective functions and fuzzy relation inequalities or fuzzy relation 
equations constraints have been developing slowly, since the traditional linear programming methods, 
such as the simplex and inter-point algorithms, become useless due to the non-convex solution set and 
nonlinear objective function. For detail, please refer to papers [12]— [23].  
In this paper, we investigate a kind of nonlinear and not-convex optimization problem with 
non-differential objective function under mixed fuzzy relation inequalities constraints. Then, we give 
some properties of this kind of optimization problem. Based on these properties, a polynomial-time al-
gorithm for this kind of optimization problem is obtained. Finally, we show that this algorithm is optimal 
for the considered optimization problem in this paper. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate our 
algorithms.  
2 The properties of the problems 
Next, it is assumed that F  L  .For simplicity, it is assumed that fi(xi) are increasing functions from 
now on. Also, x and x be the greatest solutions of the equations x  A =b and x C =d, 
respectively.  
Lemma 1 Let 
 
and x
 
be the greatest solutions of the equations x  A =b and x C =d, 
respectively. We de¿ne x  as follows:  
                            (2) 
The set {x =(xi)i I |x A =b, x C =d}  if and only if x {x =(xi)i I |x A =b, x C =d}.  
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Proof. The proof is obvious according to the de¿nition x . Let  denote the set {x=(xi) i I | x  A=b, 
x  C=d}. For x  [0, 1]
n 
, J1(xi) { j  J1|xi  aij =bj}, J2(xi)  { j  J2|xi· cij =dj}. According to the 
de¿nitions of x  A =b, x C =d, it is easy to know that for any x  [0, 1]n , x  if and only if 
i LJ1 (xi )=J1 and i F J2(xi )=J2 Then it is easy to get the following lemma. Lemma 2 For any 
y ,  is de¿ned as follows:  
              (3) 
Then  and  y.  
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that for i  L, J1( iy )= J1(yi) and J2( iy )=J2(yi) for i  
F.So  and  y.  
3  Algorithms For The Problems  
In this section, we give some polynomial time algorithms to ¿nd optimal solutions to the problems 
considered above. From now on, it is assumed that  ={x=(xi)i I||x = b, x C =d}  . 
Algorithm 1.  
Step 1. Compute the vector x
 
and x . Then generate the x =( x i)i I according to (2).  
Step 2. Compute J1( x i)={ j  J1| x i  aij =bj} for i  L and J2( x i)={ j  J2| x i · cij =bj} for i  F.  
Step 3. Check feasibility by verifying whether x {x= (xi)i I| x  A=b, x C =d}. If infeasible, go 
to step 7. If feasible, let Bi =J1( x i) for i  L,and Ci =J2( x i) for i  F, then go to next step.  
Step 4. Generate a matrix M=(mij)i I, j J1 J2 by  
                        (4) 
Step 5. Find the greatest entry of M, denoted as mi0 j0 . 
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Case 1. i0  L  F, j0  J1 .  
Check i L-{i0} Bi  (Bi0 { j0})=J1. If feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0.Let mi0 j0 =  and goto step5. If 
infeasible, go to next step.  
Case 2. i0  F  L, j0  J2.  
Check i L-{i0} Ci =J2. If feasible, let mi0 j =  for j  Ci0.Then let Ci0 =0 and go to step 5.If infeasible, go 
to next step.  
Case 3. i0  L  F, j0  J2. Check i L-{i0} Ci =J2.If feasible, let mi0 j =  for j  Ci0.Then let Ci0 0 and 
go to step 5. If infeasible, go to next step.  
Case 4. i0  L  F, j0  J1.First,check {bj| j  Bi0 } = 0ix .  
If yes,  
check i L-{i0} Ci =J2.  
If feasible, let mi0 j =  for j  Ci0.Then let C i0= , i L-{i0}  
Bi (Bi0-{j0})=J1.If feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0 and let mi0 j0 = . Go to 
step 5. If infeasible, go to next step. 
If infeasible, go to next step. If not, check i L-{i0}Bi  (Bi0 { j0})=J1. If 
feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0 and let mi0 j0 = .Go tostep 5.  
If infeasible, go to next step. Step 6. De¿ne x*=(xi ) i I for i  I as follows: 
                         (5) 
Then go to step 8.  
Step 7. Return “There is no optimal solution.”  
Step 8. Return x 
 
and f*= f(x
 
).  
Theorem 1 x
 
obtained by Algorithm 1 is an optimal solution to the optimization problem (1).  
Proof. Firstly, we show that x
* 
.From the step 5of Algorithm 2.7, x
*  
=(x i )i L is a solution to 
equations x A= b and x 
 
=(xi )i F is a solution to equations x =d.So x .  
Next, we show that x
 
is an optimal solution to the optimization problem. Assume that there exists a y 
such that f(y)< f(x
 
)= f
 
. By Lemma 2, we know that  y and . It follows that f( )  f(y)<f*. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that y = . It is not dif¿cult to verify that J1(yi)  J1(xi ) for i  L 
and J2(yi)  J2(xi ) for i  F. By step 5 of the Algorithm 1, we know that there exists i0 such that fi0 (xi0
 
)= 
f
 
and ( i L,i i0 J1(xi 
 
)  J1 or= i F,i i0 J2(xi )  J2). 
Case 1. ( i L,i i0 J1(xi 
 
)  J1. 
Since f(y)< f
 
, we know that fi0 (yi0 )< f
 
. It follows that J1(yi0 )  J1( 0ix
*).Let bj0 = {bj| j  J1( 0ix
*
 
)}. 
It follows that j0 J1(yi0 ). According to the step 5 of the algorithm 1, j0 J1(yi) for i  L and i i0. So we 
have i L J1(yi)  = i L [J1(xi
 
) { j0}] J1. It means that y .It is a contradiction.  
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Case 2. i F,i i0 J2(xi )  J2. With the same reason, we can show that y . This is also a contradiction.  
So, we complete the proof.   
It is easy to verify that the algorithm 1 is polynomial time algorithm.  
Next, we propose an algorithm to ¿nd a solution to this optimization problem, which is minimal 
element of the solution set S of the optimization problem (1).  
Algorithm 2.  
Step 1. Compute the vector x and x . Then generate the x =( x i)i I according to (2).  
Step 2. Compute J1( x i)={ j  J1| x i  aij =bj} for i  L and J2( x i)={ j  J2| x i .cij =bj} for i  F.  
Step 3. Check feasibility by verifying whether x {x= (xi)i I| x  A =b , x C =d }. If 
infeasible, go to step 7. If feasible, let Bi =J1( x i) for i  L,and Ci =J2( x i) for i  F, then go to next step.  
                 (6) 
Step 5. If J1  J2 = , go to step 7, else ¿nd the greatest entry of  M, denoted by mi0 j0.  
Case 1. i0  L  F, j0  J1 .  
Check i L {i0} Bi  (Bi0 { j0})=J1. If feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0 and mi0 j0 = . Go to step 5. If 
infeasible, assign Bi  Bi0 to Bi, J1  Bi0 to J1.Let mij =  for i  L, j  Bi0, thengoto step 5.  
Case 2. i0  F  L, j0  J2 . Check i i0,i F Ci =J2. 
If feasible, let mi0 j =  for j  Ci0 and Ci0 = .Go to step 5.  
If infeasible, let J2 =J2  Ci0 and mij =  for i  F, j  Ci0.Goto step5. Case 3. i0  L  F, j0  J2. Check  
i L {i0} 
Ci =J2.  
If feasible,  
Check 
 
i i0 
Bi  [Bi0 { j|bj = {bl|l  Bi0 }}]=J1. 
If yes, let Ci0 =0 and mi0 j =  for j  Ci0 Go to step 5. 
If not, let J2  Ci0 =J2 and mij =  for i  F, j  Ci0.Goto step5. If infeasible, assign J2  Ci0 to J2.Let mij 
=  for i  F, j  Ci0.Go tostep5.  
Case 4. i0  L  F, j0  J1.First,check {bj| j  Bi0 } = x i0.  
If yes,  
check i L {i0} Ci =J2. If feasible, check 
 
i L {i0} 
Bi  (Bi0 { j0})=J1. If feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0,and 
let mi0 j0 = . Go to step 5. If infeasible, assign Bi  Bi0 to Bi, J1  Bi0 to J1.Let mij =  for i  L, j  Bi0, 
then go to step 5. If infeasible, assign J2 Ci0 to J2.Let mij =  for i  F, j  Ci0.Go tostep5. If not, check 
i L {i0} 
Bi  (Bi0 { j0})=J1. If feasible, assign Bi0 { j0} to Bi0 and let mi0 j0 = . Go to step5.  
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If infeasible, assign Bi  Bi0 to Bi, J1  Bi0 to J1. Let mij =  for i  I, j  Bi0, then go to step 5. 
Step 6. De¿ne x* =(xi 
*
)i I for i  I as follows:  
                                (7) 
Then go to step 8.  
Step 7. Return “There is no optimal solution.”  
Step 8. Return x
* 
and f
* 
= f( ix *).  
Theorem 2 The solution x
*
obtained by the Algorithm 2 is an optimal solution to the optimization 
problem. Moreover, it is minimal element of the solution set S of the optimization problem (1).  
Proof. It is easy to verify that x
*
 according to step 5 of the Algorithm 2.8. We only need to prove 
that x
* 
is minimal element of the solution set S. Assume that y  S and y< x 
*
. There exists some i0 such 
that yi0 < 0ix *. It means that 0ix * > 0. Known from the step 6 of the Algorithm 2.8, Ci0  when i0  
F  L and Bi0 =0 when i0  L  F.  
Case 1: i0  L  F.  
We have yi0 < xi0 
* 
= {bj|j Bi0}} according to the step 5 of Algorithm 2.8. It follows that J1(yi0 )  Bi0 
{  {bj| j  Bi0 }}.Also, J1(yi)  Bi for i  L, i i0  since yi xi
* 
.So i L J1 (yi) i i0 ,i L J1( ix *) 
J1 since {bj| j  Bi0 } /Bi(i  L, i=i0).So y /P,which is a contradiction.  
Case 2: i0  F  L.  
We have yi0 < ix * = x i0 and Ci0 . It means that J2(yi0)We also have J2(yi)  J2( ix * )for i  F, i=i0. It 
follows that i FJ2(yi)= i F,i i0 J2(yi) i0 J2(xi )  J2 due to J2( 0ix *) i F,iJ2( ix *).So y , which 
is a contradiction.  
Case 3: i0  L  F.  
According to the step 5 of Algorithm 2.8,  i L,i i0 J1( ix * ) { j|bj = {bl|l  J1( 0ix *)}})  J1 or 
 
i
F,i i0 
J2( ix *)  J2. Similar to case 1 and case 2, we can show that y , which is a contradiction.  
This ends our proof.  
Note: Similarly we can discuss the case that some functions are increasing and other functions are 
decreasing. For simplicity, we do not discuss this case in detail.  
4  Numerical examples  
Consider fuzzy relation programming problems based on mixed fuzzy relation equations constraints as 
follows:  
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                                 (8) 
where I ={1,2 ...,8},L ={1,2,...,6},F ={5,6,7,8},J1 = {1,2,...,6},J2 = {7,8,9,10}, b =(bj)j J1 = 
(0.6,0.4,0.6,0.4,0.3,0.5), d =(dj)j J2 =(0.3,0.5,0.4,0.2),  
0.8 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 
A =  0.6 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1                                                           (9) 
0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.5 
0.7 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 
 
     0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 
0.75 0.2 1 0. 5                      
C =  0.4 0.8 0.8 0.4                                                                 (10) 
0.2 0.6 0.5 0.3 
 
We ¿rst compute the x according to (2). Then, x =(0.6,0.4,0.4,1,0.6,0.4,0.5,2/3). Then by Algorithm 
1 and Algorithm 2, we can obtain optimal solutions *1x  =(0.5,0.4,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.4,0.5,0) and 
*
2x =(0,0,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.4,0.5,0),where 
*
2x
 
is a minimal solution to the example above.  
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